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Coati hiking across an ancient Maya plaza area, Tikal National Park 
(PANAT). 
Photo by: Edwin Solares FLAAR Mesoamérica, Oct. 14, 2022.
Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/1,000; sec; f/5,6; ISO 1,600.

TITLE PAGE PHOTOGRAPH

A biodiverse ecosystem in an area of the Reserva de la Biosfera Maya 
(RBM), so remote that no biologist or ecologist has studied this (and 
none know it exists). We have found over 100 ecosystems in remote 
areas, each one different than the other. This is a forte of FLAAR (USA) 
working together with FLAAR Mesoamerica (Guatemala). 
Photo by: Haniel López, FLAAR Mesoamérica, Feb. 20, 2022.
Camera: Drone Mavic 2 Pro. 
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Stingless bee, guardian of the entry-exit tube of their hive. Bee 
research scientists in the USA noticed the ability of FLAAR to find and 
photograph stingless bee hive areas that they awarded the FLAAR 
team a NSF grant for 2023. 
Photo by: David Arrivillaga, FLAAR Mesoamérica, Jan. 7, 2022.
Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/320; sec; f/6,3; ISO 2,500.

Trigonidium egertonianum, an epiphyte, growing on branches in moist areas. We photograph every orchid and bromeliad that 
we find flowering when we are hiking to remote ecosystems to document areas for wildlife conservation.

Photography by: Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica, May. 9, 2022.   
Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/400 sec; f/11; ISO 1,250. 
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Sagittaria lancifolia, is a remarkable plant that deserves more research. It has many uses, including as food. We have 
documented this plant both in Izabal in 2020 onward and in PNYNN from 2018 onward.

Photography by: David Arrivillaga, FLAAR Mesoamerica, Jan. 9, 2022.   
Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/400 sec; f/11; ISO 1,250. 



FLAAR Annual Report for Year 2022

This report is a compilation of all the work 
carried out during 2022 by the FLAAR 
multidisciplinary team in its different 
projects. This year we concluded the 
biodiversity documentation project in 
Livingston and we continue working 
on the biodiversity documentation 
project in the Reserva de la Biósfera 
Maya (RBM). As a result, we generated 
49 photo-essays on different species, 
ecosystems, and topics related to both 
projects. Additionally, 13 reports were 
generated that do not correspond 
to either of the two projects, but that 
also highlight important issues on 
biodiversity, Mayan culture, archeology 
and others. So, in total, during 2022 
we made 62 reports based on our 
research and field trips!

Although we dedicate a lot of effort 
and time to make the photo-essays, 
this year also we focused more our 
work on the production of professional 
videos. We published 20 videos that 
emphasize our explorations in the 
field and the findings in each one of 
them. Additionally, we also edited a 
special video about the national flower 
of Guatemala (Monja Blanca).

Since we are excited to share all 
the knowledge acquired in our 
investigations with the interested public; 
some conferences were organized and 
are described later in this report, as 
well as the presentation of the summary 
of results of the Livingston project. 

However, we are not limited to share 
this information only with a more adult 
and academic audience, we also want 
knowledge about Guatemala’s natural 
and cultural biodiversity to reach all the 
Guatemalan children and families, and 
this year we are getting closer to the 
mission. We created 7 more animated 
episodes of MayanToons and now they 
are not only available through our 
YouTube channel, but it is also being 
broadcasting on television channels in 
Guatemala. This was undoubtedly one 
of the greatest achievements this year 
and one that motivates us to continue 
working on more animated episodes. 
We also continue to create educational 
material, like books and infographics, 
which you can view later in this report.

We appreciate the effort and dedication 
of each member of the FLAAR team to 
make each achievement possible this 
2022 and we will remain committed to 
reinforcing and improve our work during 
2023.
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MONTH DATE VISITED PLACES

January 6 to 12     Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre
    Parque Nacional Parque Nacional Yaxhá, 
    Nakúm y Naranjo
    Río Ixlú
    Río Ixpop

February 13 to 20     Biotopo Protegido San Miguel La Palotada El Zotz
    Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre
    Parque Nacional Yaxhá, Nakúm y Naranjo

March - April 27 to 4     Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre
    Parque Nacional Yaxhá, Nakúm y Naranjo

May 8 to 11     Unidad de manejo forestal La Gloria

June 11 to 14     Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre

July 15 to 19     Parque Nacional Tikal

October 16 to 20     Parque Nacional Tikal
    Parque Nacional Yaxhá, Nakúm y Naranjo
    Topoxté

Flora & Fauna
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Field trips during year 2022

During the year 2022 we made 7 expeditions to the RBM. We would like to be able 
to go every month, but limited funds, the rainy season and the hard work to create all 
the photographic reports of the species, ecosystems and issues documented do not 
allow us to make these trips every month. However, we do our best on every field trip 
and always find great surprises that we want to share with the whole world.



Flora, Fauna and Ecosystem Reports 
uploaded to our websites

FLAAR Biodiversity Documentation Project in Municipio  
de Livingston, Departamento de Izabal, Guatemala
At the end of 2021 we concluded our biodiversity documentation project in the Municipio 
de Livingston, Izabal; however, there were still several reports pending, since the number 
of documented species was quite significant. The work to prepare these reports was 
exhaustive, but satisfactory. During 2020 and 2021 we published 20 reports on our websites 
(that is, approximately 10 reports per year) while in 2022 we managed to publish 21 
reports in one year.

Although there are still 8 reports pending, we estimate that we will conclude in 
February 2023 to fully dedicate our work to create more reports corresponding to the 
current project in the Reserva de Biósfera Maya.

Here, you can take a look of the amazing photographs taken and the valuable 
information compiled and synthesized for anyone interested in learning about the 
wealth of plants in the Guatemalan Caribbean. We accomplished many months of 
field work in the eastern half of the Municipio de Livingston which includes the area 
facing the west side of Amatique Bay, an inlet of the Caribbean Sea.
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Photography by: Haniel López, FLAAR Mesoamérica. Río Ixlu, Petén. Jan. 7, 2022.
Camera: Drone Mavic 2 Pro. 
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/cacaco-substitute-zapoton-seeds-pachira-aquatica/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/listado-de-especies-del-proyecto-documentacion-de-biodiversidad-de-livingston/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/coccoloba-uvifera/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sintule-caribbean-spike-rush-eleocharis-geniculta/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/acoelorrhaphe-wrightii/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/lechemiel-leche-de-vaca-tree-lacmellea-standleyi/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/anona-de-manglar-alligator-or-pond-apple-annona-glabra/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/edible-plants-of-wetlands-cattail-tule-typha-domingensis/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/amphitecna-latifolia/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/project-results-biodiversity-documentation-of-livingston/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/anona-de-manglar-alligator-or-pond-apple-annona-glabra/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/coccoloba-uvifera/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/amphitecna-latifolia/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/edible-plants-of-wetlands-cattail-tule-typha-domingensis/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/acoelorrhaphe-wrightii/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/project-results-biodiversity-documentation-of-livingston/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sintule-caribbean-spike-rush-eleocharis-geniculta/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/listado-de-especies-del-proyecto-documentacion-de-biodiversidad-de-livingston/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/lechemiel-leche-de-vaca-tree-lacmellea-standleyi/
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/toxic-root-tuber-arrowleaf-elephant-ear-xanthosoma-robustum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/leaf-litter-traps/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/symphonia-globulifera/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/paterna-guama-guaba-inga-spp/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/jimba-bamboo-guadua-longifolia/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/red-mangrove-swamps-rhizophora-mangle/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/edible-plants-of-wetlands-yellow-nutsedge-swamps-and-marshes-of-livingston-izabal-cyperus-esculentus/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/cacaco-substitute-zapoton-seeds-pachira-aquatica/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/amphitecna-latifolia/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/project-results-biodiversity-documentation-of-livingston/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/acrostichum-aureum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/toxic-root-tuber-arrowleaf-elephant-ear-xanthosoma-robustum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/cocoplum-shrub-chrysobalanus-icaco/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/leaf-litter-traps/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/edible-plants-of-wetlands-black-mangrove-tree-avicennia-germinans/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/symphonia-globulifera/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/paterna-guama-guaba-inga-spp/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/red-mangrove-swamps-rhizophora-mangle/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/edible-plants-of-wetlands-yellow-nutsedge-swamps-and-marshes-of-livingston-izabal-cyperus-esculentus/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/jimba-bamboo-guadua-longifolia/


Cerro Cahui

Photography by: Haniel López, FLAAR Mesoamérica. El Remate, Petén. Jan. 7, 2022.
Camera: Drone Mavic 2 Pro. 

FLAAR Biodiversity Documentation Project In Reserva  
de la Biósfera Maya (RBM), Petén, Guatemala

This project was initiated with the agreement signed in March 2021 and will be 
continued for five years (2021-2025). Since in the 2021 we were also concluding the 
Municipio de Livingston Biodiversity Documentation Project, we were able to publish 
only 9 reports on flora/fauna/ecosystems of RBM Peten in 2021. So, we are happy 
to announce that this year we published 28 FLAAR Reports on plants, animals and 
ecosystems of the southern area of the Reserva de la Biosfera Maya! Plus, we still have 
many more in the progress to be finished and shared this 2023. 

The Biodiversity Documentation Project in the Main Protected Areas of the Reserva de 
Biósfera Maya (RBM) in Petén is a cooperative effort between FLAAR (USA) through the 
non-profit registered in Guatemala, FLAAR Mesoamerica, and the National Council of 
Protected Areas (CONAP) to complement the registry of species of flora, fauna, fungi, 
lichens, and ecosystems that form part of the natural heritage of Guatemala. 
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Flora: We mainly focus on plants and prepare reports on the most interesting plants 
that we find. Even if fungi and lichens are not plants, they are fascinating to find, 
photography and study. We have not many publications on fungi because sometimes 
the lack of information is a boundary to identify and prepare a complete report, but we 
share the amazing photograph results in the social media, web sites and with CONAP. 

Fauna: We study the two species of monkeys in remote areas of the RBM; we study 
amphibians (especially toads and frogs), lizards, crocodiles, water birds (birds of 
swamps, marshes and sides or rivers and lakes). Felines are not easy to find but we see 
their footprints on the mud trails and also notice their scat (excrement of animals). In 
Peten there are no alligators; instead there is the crocodile Crocodylus moreletii. There 
are so many crocodiles in Lake Yaxha that in the National Park (PNYNN) there has signs 
saying “no swimming¨ for visitors. We have found and photographed numerous baby 
crocodiles in a wetland savanna area of Parque Nacional Laguna de Tigre.

Ecosystems: Are geographical areas where every living organism interacts with each 
other and with the local geology (in our research area primarily Karst, limestone). For 
our area of Guatemala, an ecosystem varies every several miles: areas with either 
hillside rain forest or lowland flat seasonally inundated bajo rain forest; or rivers, lakes, 
aguadas (water holes about 50 yards across), etc. Since obviously FLAAR does not 
have funding for the entire 21,600 square kilometers of the RBM which is about 8,340 
square miles or 5,337,970 acres, we are focusing on wetlands: marshes, swamps, lake/
river sides, “aguadas”, seasonally inundated savannas and other types of wetlands. 
Also, we are focusing on the southern portion of the RBM, which includes Parque 
Nacional Yaxha Nakum y Naranjo, Parque Nacional Tikal, Bio Itza, Biotopo El Zotz, 
Nature Reserve Cerro Cahui, Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre, and the central area 
of the Municipio de San Jose (the area west of Uaxactun).
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Below are the front covers (as hot links) to the many FLAAR Reports on flora, fauna, 
and biodiverse ecosystems.
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-undomesticated-squash-in-seasonally-inundated-ecosystems-cucurbita-lundelliana/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savannah-east-of-nakum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/tasistal-ecosystem-savanna-24/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/pital-ecosystems-of-pnynn-biodiverse-ecosystems-of-edible-useable-aechmea-magdalenae-part-2-pital-aguada-la-sardina/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-flora-and-fauna-of-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz-and-potential-for-further-research/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-flora-and-fauna-of-bio-itza-and-potential-for-further-research/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savanna-east-of-nakum-part-i-botany-and-ethnobotany-of-thalia-geniculata/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/naming-savannas-in-laguna-del-tigre-peten/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/multi-colored-masses-of-large-berry-sized-fruits-of-gaussia-maya-palms/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/pital-ecosystems-of-pnynn-biodiverse-ecosystems-of-edible-useable-aechmea-magdalenae-part-1-pital-aguada-el-pucte/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savanna-tasistal-14-seasonally-inundated-wetland-with-solid-tasiste-palm-area/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-undomesticated-squash-in-seasonally-inundated-ecosystems-cucurbita-lundelliana/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/pital-ecosystems-of-pnynn-biodiverse-ecosystems-of-edible-useable-aechmea-magdalenae-part-1-pital-aguada-el-pucte/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savanna-tasistal-14-seasonally-inundated-wetland-with-solid-tasiste-palm-area/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savannah-east-of-nakum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/naming-savannas-in-laguna-del-tigre-peten/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/multi-colored-masses-of-large-berry-sized-fruits-of-gaussia-maya-palms/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/tasistal-ecosystem-savanna-24/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-flora-and-fauna-of-bio-itza-and-potential-for-further-research/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savanna-east-of-nakum-part-i-botany-and-ethnobotany-of-thalia-geniculata/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/pital-ecosystems-of-pnynn-biodiverse-ecosystems-of-edible-useable-aechmea-magdalenae-part-2-pital-aguada-la-sardina/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-flora-and-fauna-of-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz-and-potential-for-further-research/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/corozera-palm-area-south-of-nakum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/corozera-palm-area-south-of-nakum/
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/epiphytes-on-one-of-tikals-most-popular-giant-ceibas-plants-growing-on-tree-branches-and-limbs/https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-undomesticated-squash-in-seasonally-inundated-ecosystems-cucurbita-lundelliana/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-la-flora-y-fauna-de-bio-itza-y-su-potencial-para-futuras-investigaciones/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savanna-of-multiple-biodiverse-micro-ecosystems/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-la-flora-y-fauna-del-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz-y-su-potencial-para-futuras-investigaciones/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sabana-tasistal-14-humedal-inundado-estacionalmente-con-zona-de-palmas-de-tasiste/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/racimos-multicolores-y-de-frutos-grandes-de-las-palmeras-gaussia-maya/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-vanilla-orchid-vanilla-insignis/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-los-murcielagos-del-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/documenting-our-remote-field-work-and-savanna-exploration-in-the-maya-biosphere-reserve-rbm-through-gps-technologies/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/aechmea-bracteata/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/trees-with-peeling-bark-to-shed-vines/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/arboles-con-corteza-que-se-desprende-para-deshacerse-de-plantas-trepadoras-jiote-pimienta-gorda-guayaba/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/solid-corozo-palms-around-botan-palms/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-bats-from-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/nasua-narica-coatimundi/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savannas-and-wetlands-satellite-photos-high-resolution-drone-photos-parque-nacional-yaxha-nakum-and-naranjo-and-reserva-de-la-biosfera-maya/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/solid-corozo-palms-around-botan-palms/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/documenting-our-remote-field-work-and-savanna-exploration-in-the-maya-biosphere-reserve-rbm-through-gps-technologies/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/epiphytes-on-one-of-tikals-most-popular-giant-ceibas-plants-growing-on-tree-branches-and-limbs/https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-undomesticated-squash-in-seasonally-inundated-ecosystems-cucurbita-lundelliana/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-la-flora-y-fauna-de-bio-itza-y-su-potencial-para-futuras-investigaciones/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduction-to-bats-from-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/aechmea-bracteata/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savanna-of-multiple-biodiverse-micro-ecosystems/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-la-flora-y-fauna-del-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz-y-su-potencial-para-futuras-investigaciones/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/nasua-narica-coatimundi/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/trees-with-peeling-bark-to-shed-vines/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sabana-tasistal-14-humedal-inundado-estacionalmente-con-zona-de-palmas-de-tasiste/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/racimos-multicolores-y-de-frutos-grandes-de-las-palmeras-gaussia-maya/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/savannas-and-wetlands-satellite-photos-high-resolution-drone-photos-parque-nacional-yaxha-nakum-and-naranjo-and-reserva-de-la-biosfera-maya/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/arboles-con-corteza-que-se-desprende-para-deshacerse-de-plantas-trepadoras-jiote-pimienta-gorda-guayaba/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-vanilla-orchid-vanilla-insignis/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/introduccion-a-los-murcielagos-del-biotopo-protegido-san-miguel-la-palotada-el-zotz/


Additional FLAAR Reports

Since we are interested in so many topics, we have also published 13 reports in addition 
to the Livingston Project or RBM project, that you may find interesting too and help 
you learn more about flora, fauna, ecosystems, Maya culture and archaeology.
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Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/listado-actualizado-de-mamiferos-de-guatemala/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/protect-howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sky-band-motifs-of-all-three-maya-codices/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savannah-east-of-nakum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/howler-monkeys-of-guatemala-annotated-bibliography/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/is-a-maya-patolli-game-board-a-series-of-sky-band-celestial-units/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/happy-howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/jaguarundi-gray-to-black-others-are-rust-brown-gold-color/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mantled-howler-monkeys-alouatta-palliata-annotated-bibliography/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-animals-of-the-mayan-world-at-parque-nacional-yaxha-nakum-naranjo-peten-guatemala/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/listado-actualizado-de-mamiferos-de-guatemala/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/protect-howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/sky-band-motifs-of-all-three-maya-codices/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mysterious-island-of-thalia-geniculata-in-the-middle-of-the-savannah-east-of-nakum/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/howler-monkeys-of-guatemala-annotated-bibliography/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/is-a-maya-patolli-game-board-a-series-of-sky-band-celestial-units/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/happy-howler-monkeys/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/jaguarundi-gray-to-black-others-are-rust-brown-gold-color/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/mantled-howler-monkeys-alouatta-palliata-annotated-bibliography/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/research-reports/wild-animals-of-the-mayan-world-at-parque-nacional-yaxha-nakum-naranjo-peten-guatemala/


Contact sheets catalogs

You can also see the best photographs of the entire Livingston project and part of 
the RBM project in the contact sheet catalogs. These catalogs contain the scientific 
name (as far as it was possible to identify), common name and photographs of the 
documented flora, fauna and fungi.

Click here to read more
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/rain-forests-rivers-lakes-bays-ocean-caves-canyons-livingston-the-caribbean-biodiversity-wonderland-of-guatemala/


RBM Project

Upcoming reports

For the beginning of the 2023 we will finish the Biodiversity Documentation Project in 

Livingston photo-essay series, so students, professors, researchers, and interested lay 

people will have FLAAR Reports on the following plants:

     • Bactris spp (B. major y B. mexicana)  • Coccoloba belicensis

     • Diospyrus nigra     • Wetlands glossary

     • Grias cauliflora      • Heliconia psittacorum

     • Pithecellobium sp.     • Helinocia wagneriana

Half of these reports are almost ready to publish, so they are coming soon!
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Palo de tinto, Haematoxylum campechianum

Photography by: David Arrivillaga, FLAAR Mesoamérica. Rio Ixtinto, Livingston. Feb. 14, 2022.

Camera: Canon R5. Ajustes: 1/250 sec; f/8; ISO 2,000. 



Then we will entirely focus on the RBM Project reports. Some of the topics and species re-

search that we are already developing are:

     • Malvaviscus arboreus

     • Plants that produces rubber  (Merremia tuberosa and Merremia umbellata)

     • Cephalanthus occidentalis

     • Savanna #13 in Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre

     • Ceiba pentandra treetop

     • Allophylus cominiar

     • Cisuss sp. wild grape vine

In addition, we are going back to Municipio de San José, where we found more biodiverse 

wetlands and incredible ecosystems than anywhere that Dr. Hellmuth has seen since first 

visiting Peten as a Harvard student in 1963 (he returned to Peten in 1964 and was asked by 

the University of Pennsylvania to help them for twelve months at their Tikal archaeological 

project, so Hellmuth did architectural recording plus discovered the Tomb of the Jade Jaguar 

under a 9th century Maya pyramid; this became his undergraduate honors thesis at Harvard). 

We want to document more of these unexpected wetlands ecosystems of Municipio de San 

José during 2023 and prepare new and interesting reports. This place has been barely studied 

due to difficulties in entering and camping there, no many professors or students has visited 

because there is no hotel, no lodge, no restaurant, no facilities anywhere near. Fortunately, 

we have space to camp in an area called “Los Pescaditos” with the support of CONAP, so we 

build our own camp and bring a local Mayan team to help cook and guide us into the rain 

forests. Plus, we are willing to hike many kilometers to achieve our goals: To find, photograph, 

document, and create publications on endangered biodiverse ecosystems that.
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Field trips videos of FLAAR Biodiversity   
Documentation Project in Livingston

This year we published lots of new videos from the expeditions in Livingston. These videos 

show how we lived the field trips and the some of the findings that we have. We also shared 

information about the savannas that we are exploring in RBM, a special encounter with the 

bats in El Zotz and some facts on the spider monkeys.

In other topics, you can find information on the Monja Blanca (Lycaste virginalis) in 

Orquigonia, Baja Verapaz and the summary results of the Livingston Project.

Reserva Natural Tapón Creek

Ecoalbergue Cerro San Gil

Laguna El Salvador

Río Dulce

Cueva del tigre

Cañón del Río, Río Sarstún,  
Playa Quehueche

Videos on Flora, Fauna and Ecosystems 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3Pm564mZb0&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=za2sXTxaD4Q&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFVbSh7CtyQ&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05PRHFcbZS8&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-IkIe22CIY&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofSnDSsTpWw&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofSnDSsTpWw&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=10


Field trips videos of FLAAR Biodiversity   
Documentation Project in the RBM

Isla misteriosa de Thalia geniculata

Savannas – Tasiste and tasistal aspect 
(Acoelorraphe wrightii) – Laguna del Tigre

Hábitat de sabanas (Aceoelorraphe wrightii) 
en Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre

Destructive fires that damage fragile tasiste 
palm habitats in the Parque Nacional  

Laguna del Tigre

Savannas, unexpected, 
 unexplained circular areas

Sabanas de palma de tasiste y bosques 
inundados estacionalmente en Parque 

Nacional Laguna del Tigre
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLQgcavEJHc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwoccHMKVyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DwoccHMKVyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G5P1_mNPuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G5P1_mNPuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19PfsBQtRKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19PfsBQtRKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19PfsBQtRKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQDBn87Tj8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQDBn87Tj8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoydNUAG8sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoydNUAG8sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoydNUAG8sw


Savannas – wide open grassland portions

Descubre a el mono araña en  
la selva de Guatemala

Savanna #10 far southeast part of  
Parque Nacional Laguna del Tigre

Documentando humedales y sabanas en la 
Reserva de la Biósfera Maya, Petén, Guatemala

Nube de murciélagos, fenómeno ecológico en 
Biotopo Protegido San Miguel la Palotada El 

Zotz, Petén

Naming and locating the savannas  
of Laguna del Tigre National Park

Exploration of Tasistal Savannas - Parque 
Nacional Laguna del Tigre, Petén, RBM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INaj6HaOVQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIy-GVBUR9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIy-GVBUR9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uzf8E1ICaZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uzf8E1ICaZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2HuIvEcWbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2HuIvEcWbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtzYpcc8XI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtzYpcc8XI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtzYpcc8XI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27DDhlaeL9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27DDhlaeL9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rgv-869QKUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rgv-869QKUQ


Additional video

Día Nacional de la Monja Blanca en Orquigonia, Alta Verapaz. This orchid is the national 

flower of Guatemala. 

We have also studied the national tree of Guatemala, the Ceiba pentandra, the sacred 

tree of the Maya people. In the future we would like to prepare an informative video on  

Ceiba too.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvY90dfx4Dg


Conferences and lectures presented 

We enjoy preparing helpful conferences for students, academics and for people interested 

in the topics we focus on. During the 2022 we elaborated 5 conferences that were recorded 

and also Dr. Hellmuth participated in different lectures about archaeology that were carry 

out by ZOOM or in person.

Conociendo a los mamíferos Los cinco felinos de la cultura maya 

Encuéntralo en Livingston Iconografía de criaturas marinas en el  
Arte Maya Clásico 

Entrega de resultados: Documentación de 
Biodiversidad de Livingston. 

Iconography of Enema Rituals in 4th-9th 
Century Classic Maya Art

This is the topic that won the Ig Nobel 
Prize 2022 for Art History (won by Dr 
Nicholas Hellmuth (FLAAR) and Dr 
Peter De Smet (Holland).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfJI5hsncpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixU52ytMj8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTguOs3k8dM&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5m4kXCeRdMyC0VpxqqxLplv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gimfkE6hjaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gimfkE6hjaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHnoq0mKXWA&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHnoq0mKXWA&list=PL2VFv-pEWB5nnibgBOdmYexYAsyebuAmS&index=12


Coleoptera
Photography by: Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica, Feb. 20, 2022. 
  Camera: Canon R5. Settings: 1/250 sec; f/8; ISO 2,000. 



Mayantoons

MayanToons project and team are the result 

of learning how eager Mayan children are 

to learn and advance in life. In recent years 

we have visited schools in areas so remote 

that not even a 4-wheel drive pickup 

truck can get to the school. You need to 

walk across narrow swaying “hammock 

bridges” hundreds of feet above a raging 

river below you. Once across the canyon 

you hike up a steep hill (cacao trees all 

around the thatch-roofed homes of the 

local Q’eqchi’ Mayan people. 

Then we meet with the school 

administrators, with the teachers and 

then with the primary school students. We 

donate wide-format inkjet printed banners 

with ABC’s and other educational material 

on these 3-feet high, 10 feet long banners. 

These banners can be posted on the wall. 

Each banner is like having all the pages of 

a book on a wall banner.

Since Q’eqchi’, Pokomchi and Kaqchiquel 

Mayan people assist FLAAR projects (as 

illustrators, researchers, etc.) we have 

learned that each individual is very capable. 

For example, they learn computer software 

very quickly. As a professor in universities 

in several countries I know how to detect 

the students with motivation to learn and 

move foreward. 

Mayan students are very keen and capable 

of learning: but someone has to provide 

the opportunities.

Another reason for founding the 

MayanToons division several years ago was 

to show the entire world the natural beauty 

of the plants, birds, jaguars, monkeys, 

stingless bees, iguanas and all the other 

fauna of this part of Mesoamerica. We 

wish that children (and their families) 

have reliable authentic information: so, 

Guatemalan monkeys should not be shown 

eating bananas because bananas were 

brought in during the Spanish conquest. 

Local monkeys are three species: Black 

Howler Monkey (Alouatta pigra), Mantled 

Howler Monkey (Alouatta palliata) and 

Spider Monkey (Ateles geoffroyi). 
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No leopards in Guatemala but you can fine 5 felines: Juaguarundi (Herpailurus  

yagouaroundi), Ocelot (Leopardus pardalis), Margay (Leopardus wiedii), Cougar (Puma 

concolor) and Jaguar (Panther onca). When the wild native jaguars here come in “solid 

black color” are called “Panthers” but when they swim you can see the black rosettes 

beneath their black fur, so it is now a different species like most people think, it is just a 

special condition where an excess of melanin makes them look dark. 

Obviously, wildlife conservation is a focus of our field work, library research and publications, 

but how do you protect an area if no one has ever seen it? Thus, our goal is to find fragile 

ecosystems of a kind never before documented for the 21,600 square kilometers of the 

Reserva de la Biosfera Maya. We find them from satellite photos. Then we find local Mayan 

people who can guide us to reach each remote area in-person (no matter how far we have 

to hike on foot). 

Our knowledge results from these field trips, plus library research. So, when we write a 

storyboard for a video animation for MayanToons or we prepare a coloring book, we are 

assisting children to learn about real places and real habitats.

21
Aramides cajanea

Photography by: David Arrivillaga, FLAAR Mesoamérica. Jan. 10, 2022.
Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/320 sec; f/6,3; ISO 2,000. 



MayanToons animated videos

Micoleón

Garza Pico de Cucharón 

Aprende el ABC en Lengua de  
Señas con MayanToons

Presentación familia de Balamchecito

Boat-billed heron (Cochlearius cochlearius)

Oropéndola 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhB7BSdCCgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV7U_xcRC4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78_rxZU-PfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78_rxZU-PfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtW83itjSLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJaKpwojC-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9a-1ZWDnK8


Narrated infographics

By now, we have published one narrated infographic for children about turtles, in 2023 we 

are going to share 2 more infographics, about felines and bees. We expect to create more.

Tortugas de Guatemala

Upcoming videos
We are preparing new animated videos that we will be sharing throughout the rest of  

the year.

     • Coati

     • ABC Oropéndola
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgIwduj6F0o&t=8s


MayanToons books 

We finished the Avocado book, a 

beautiful story that introduce you to 

the native avocado of Mesoamerica, 

history and facts. This book is not 

online yet.

Coloring books
These books are the coloring version of books that we have already created before: 

 

     • Cleaning service   • Looking for medicinal plants for Grandma

     • Heliconias    • ABC in Spanish-Enghlish-Q´eqchi´

     • Turtles of Guatemala   • Crocodiles and butterflies.
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MayanToons educational material
We started the 2022 with a special calendar with native pollinators in Spanish and English.

Click here

Click here
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https://www.mayantoons.org/index.php/portfolio-item/nuevo-calendario-2022-mamiferos-de-peten-guatemala/
https://www.mayantoons.org/index.php/portfolio-item/new-calendar-2022-native-pollinators-guatemala-edition/


Then, we also shared 3 short books, based on animals you can find in the water ecosystems 

(lakes, rivers and others); animals that you can find in the trees and in the ground.

Click here

Click here

Click here
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https://www.mayantoons.org/index.php/portfolio-item/libro-mis-amigos-del-agua/
https://www.mayantoons.org/index.php/portfolio-item/libro-mis-amigos-de-los-arboles/
https://www.mayantoons.org/index.php/portfolio-item/libro-mis-amigos-del-suelo/


Agalychnis taylori
Photography by: Haniel López, FLAAR Mesoamerica, Oct. 10, 2022. 
  Camera: Sony Alpha A7R IV. Settings: 1/125 sec; f/2,8; ISO 320. 



Donating MayanToons books at   
schools associated with Tikal National Park

FUNDAECO, a non-profit nature and wildlife conservation entity in Guatemala, kindly 

covered the costs of printing books for us to donate to Mayan children in two schools 

in remote areas (one at Uaxactun north of Tikal; the other in the first community  

south of the park).

We created a video of the donation of these books to highlight the importance of our work 

for Guatemalan children and to raise funds to create more educational material.

Video here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=501YMI6MTwI&t=3s




Participation in events and collaborations 

The XXII Mexican Congress on Botany

We had the opportunity to participate in several activities this year. Online conferences, 

meetings for networking, stands and more. But here, we highlight the best participations.

Nicholas Hellmuth gave a lecture on ethnobotany and the Livingston project in this massive 

congress, where many professional botanists and ethnobotanists participate. The organizers 

of this academic event wrote us asking if we could come; they said that they had people 

from every part of Mexico, and from countries in Central America but no botanist from the 

Guatemala area. They said they had seen the FLAAR Reports on our ethnobotany website, 

so they asked if we could fly up and give a presentation and answer questions from the 

audience of Mexican and other Latin American botanists.

Nicholas and biology student Belen Chacon flew to Mexico City and then bus to Puebla. 

Four days in Mexico were very educational; they visited the museums in Puebla (one which 

has artifacts from Guatemala) and we spent hours in the Museo Nacional of Mexico City. 

Belén Chacón has her own project on manatee of Izabal area of Guatemala, plus she works 

with Hellmuth on which wild native plants are edible (for the Maya thousands of years ago).

FLAAR Mesoamérica
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National Congress of Environmental Education in Guatemala

This congress the presentation was prepared by Vivian Hurtado, the Project Manager of 

FLAAR Mesoamérica, Victor Mendoza, researcher of Flora and Fauna, and Isabel Trejo, 

illustrator of MayanToons. The main focus of the conference was to introduce the public to 

FLAAR, our projects and the contributions of our educational material.
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Expo Stand in “Domingo Verde”  
a special activity in Guatemala City

Many NGO´s, enterprises and initiatives related to the environment participate in this space 

to share their products and projects. Many people attended this event and it gave us the 

opportunity to spread more information about our work. Also, we had activities for kids, 

which they enjoyed a lot.
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MayanToons videos in the TV

One of our main objectives at MayanToons is to disseminate all the educational material 

that we generate, especially the new animated episodes. This year we had the incredible 

opportunity to create an alliance with guatemala.com, a digital platform that shares a variety 

of news and trends in Guatemala. Due to their success on social networks, they decided to 

also expand to television and now our animated episodes can be viewed on the guatemala.

com television channel! We are very excited to reach more children and families to share 

important information about the fauna, flora, ecosystems and Mayan culture of Guatemala. 

We thank guatemala.com for gave us the opportunity.
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Click here

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CiyWGd0JaSs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CiyWGd0JaSs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CiyWGd0JaSs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Highlighted posts

Crafts made with Morro (Crescentia cujete, 
Crescentia alata) are a tradition in Rabinal, Baja 
Verapaz. Its production process is more complicated 
than it seems and involves other species of native 
flora and even an insect domesticated by Mayan 
families called Niij. This article describes the process.

When National Parks and Nature Reserves 
administrators ask our team to help them, we 
assist. 

The administrator of El Biotopo Protegido San 
Miguel la Palotada el Zotz asked if the photographers 
of FLAAR could come to this rain forest area to 
photograph the famous mass of bats that fly out of 

fissures in a cliff and fly out of small openings of a cave mouth that is 90% covered as the cliff has 
collapsed in recent centuries. He said that their photos were ten years old.

So we drove about 1,100 kilometers. The Biotopo provided space for camping; we brought food 
to cook and local Mayan people to assist. Two of the lead photographers, David Arrivillaga and 
Edwin Solares, along with photographer Nicholas Hellmuth and assistants, dedicated time and 
effort to accomplish this photography. It is an amazing experience, but a challenge since the bats 
fly very fast and are so dark in color that sunlight alone does not allow “stopping them in motion” 
with high speed that requires high ISO. We tried out a ProPhoto telescopic flash (that costs almost 
$5,000, but “if you want to get the job done you do what it takes”).

You can take a look of the final results in this photo-essay and watch a video here.
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Click here

Click here

https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/01/12/artesanias-de-morro-un-patrimonio-biocultural/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/04/19/discovering-el-zotz-bats-and-mayan-culture/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtzYpcc8XI4&t=1s
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/01/12/artesanias-de-morro-un-patrimonio-biocultural/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/04/19/discovering-el-zotz-bats-and-mayan-culture/


Snakes are a major aspect in Maya Sculptures 
and Rituals. 

When hiking long distances on narrow trails winding 
through the remote rain forests rather obviously, 
we often see snakes. So, we stop and photograph 
whatever species is along the trail.

MAYA-ETHNOBOTANY.ORG

The FLAAR Photo Archive of Plants of Mesoamerica 
is one of the largest photo archives of high-
resolution images in the world. We hope someday a 
botanical garden or biology department or wildlife 
conservation fund would like to provide funding for 
our ongoing fieldwork in the Reserva de la Biosfera 
Maya. Then we can provide them the 15 to 20 
TERABYTES on plants, fungi and lichen and over 5 
TB on birds, reptiles, mammals, and lots more. Plus, 
we would provide all the photos from the coming 
three years of field work: So, the botanical garden 
would get about 14 years of recent photography 
plus three more years.
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https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/08/31/snakes-from-the-lowlands-of-northern-guatemala/
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/the-curious-plant-that-looks-like-a-fungus.php
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/the-curious-plant-that-looks-like-a-fungus.php
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/the-curious-plant-that-looks-like-a-fungus.php
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/
https://flaar-mesoamerica.org/2022/08/31/snakes-from-the-lowlands-of-northern-guatemala/
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/the-curious-plant-that-looks-like-a-fungus.php
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/
https://www.maya-ethnobotany.org/


MAYA-ETHNOZOOLOGY.ORG

Although we don’t focus so much on fauna as on flora, this year we had special encounters 
with some species such as the red-eyed frog Agalychnis taylori and the orange-breasted 
hawk Falco deiroleucus. In addition, we managed to capture incredible photographs of the 
ocellated turkey, endemic to the Petén region and the Yucatán Peninsula.
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https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/an-encounter-with-the-red-eyed-treefrog-agalychnis-taylori
https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/ocellated-turkey-meleagris-ocellata-an-endemic-bird-you-can-watch-at-tikal
https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/the-orange-breasted-falcon-that-nests-in-tikal-peten-guatemala
MAYA-ETHNOZOOLOGY.ORG
https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/an-encounter-with-the-red-eyed-treefrog-agalychnis-taylori
https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/the-orange-breasted-falcon-that-nests-in-tikal-peten-guatemala
https://maya-ethnozoology.org/home1/featured/ocellated-turkey-meleagris-ocellata-an-endemic-bird-you-can-watch-at-tikal


Cochlosperum vitifolium
Photography by: Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica, March. 30, 2022. 
  Camera: Sony Alpha A7R IV. Settings: 1/125 sec; f/2,8; ISO 320. 



Work purposes for 2023

In early 2022 the Peten association of tourist guides for Tikal National Park: association 
Ah Cacao; asked FLAAR if we could prepare training and education on in-depth 
aspects of Classic Maya culture for the local guides that help visitors understand 
what they see at Tikal. These guides are all well experienced in pyramids, temples, 
palaces, acropolises, ballcourts, stone stelae and other Mayan aspects. But PowerPoint 
presentations on iconography can help both the guides and the visitors to Tikal; so, 
the FLAAR Mesoamerica team spent about two months preparing a 3-hour full-color 
presentation on felines in Maya art.

Based on these months of research and gathering together drawings and photographs 
by the illustrators of the MayanToons division of FLAAR Mesoamerica, we had material 
for additional hours.

Then in late August Nicholas Hellmuth needed two surgeons to simultaneously operate 
on four aspects of his lower jaw; after many hours of surgery they told Nicholas he 
would need to stay in repose for six entire weeks (meaning no hiking many kilometers 
through the jungles of Peten, and, meaning “stay in bed and recuperate”). Obviously 
Hellmuth will never not work at his desk, so several hundred books, a laptop and 32-
inch 4K monitor were moved to his bedroom so he worked there for six weeks on 
celestial motifs of Sky Bands in Classic Maya art. He found that one popular celestial 
motif in the 6th-9th centuries was a profile version of a frontal face that decorates 
the loincloth apron of Maya kings in those centuries. He then found that the same 
face was also on the back of Bufo toads (wild toads native to Guatemala that have 
poison sacs adjacent to their ears). So, after these six weeks Hellmuth has continued 
this research in depth on the zoology, mythology, and symbolism (the iconography) of 
felines. Here are the results that we can present, in-person, or via ZOOM:
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REPTILES IN MAYA ART
Turtles in Maya Art and Cacaxtla Murals: Turtles as Birth Place of Maya Maize God.

Snakes in Maya Art, Teotihuacan and Cacaxtla Murals: Boa, Pit Vipers & Rattlesnakes
Lizards and Iguana, especially in Early Classic Maya Art

Crocodilians in Classic Maya Art: Caiman? Or Which or Both Species of actual Crocodiles?

AMPHIBIANS IN MAYA ART
Frogs (rare) and common Bufo Toads in Classic Maya Art and as Hallucinogenic Ingredient.
Bufo marinus is now Rhinella marina; Bufo valleceps is now Incilius valliceps. Izapa stela and altars, 
Kaminaljuyu, Quirigua, Copan monumental sculptures; Codex Style vases, and elsewhere feature this 
amazing toad. The most bizarre chemicals were used to “flavor” cacao by the Maya (seen in person in 
the 17th century in a Maya town). The Bufo toad was also featured by the Olmec, so its chemicals have 
been known, used, and revered for thousands of years in Mesoamerica.

CRUSTATIONS IN ART OF MAYA, CACAXTLA, COTZUMALHUAPA
Crabs in the Art of the Maya, Cacaxtla Murals, & Cotzumalhuapa Style Sculptures. Hermit Crabs 
as model for God N plus Crabs of Bilbao area of Costa Sur, and Cacaxtla. We will show land crabs 
(amazing size and color that climb high into the hills overlooking Amatique Bay, Izabal, Guatemala).

SEASHELLS
Seashells & River Shells as Costume Decoration for Rulers & Elite: Spondylus and dozens of other 
shells from Caribbean, Pacific and Rivers/Lakes

Spondylus Shells worn in vertical rows during Penis Perforation. The Yaxchilan Lintels and other 
sculptures show penis perforation by kings; but two kings of Tikal were buried with multiple totally 
different ritual costumes including the outfit for penis perforation: vertical rows of Spondylus shells. 
Hellmuth found this outfit in 1965 in the Tomb of the Jade Jaguar, along with two stingray spine 
perforators.

Shells as Earring for God Chak. Seashells are used in notable amounts both by deities and Maya 
kings who wanted to pretend they were related to or protected by these deities.

FISH & STINGRAY SPINES
Stingray Spines or Sharks’ Teeth? Iconography and Anatomy of Stingray Spines and Sharks’ Teeth

Hellmuth discovered two stingray spines in the pelvic area of the King of Tikal in the Tomb of the Jade 
Jaguar (his Harvard undergraduate thesis after discovering this tomb at Tikal in 1965). Plus, in his PhD 
dissertation (Karl-Franzens Universitaet Graz, Austria) Hellmuth studied shark teeth in God GI in Early 
Classic Maya cache vessels. In the Quadripartite Badge headdress, you can find examples that look 
like wide stingray spine or a long shark’s tooth. Or is this motif a composite of the two? 
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INSECTS, ARACHNIDS, ARTHROPODS IN CLASSIC MAYA ART
Insects, Scorpions and Spiders in Classic Maya Art and Maya Codices
• Giant Insects pictured on Codex Style Vases and Tepeu 1 Bowls
• Actual Giant Insects in Rain Forests of Mesoamerica: inspiration for Maya Art
• Scorpions that wander over your body as you sleep in archaeology field camps
• Spider Webs as Host for God N
• Centipedes and Millipedes in Classic Maya Art

Butterflies in Teotihuacan-influenced Incense Burner Lids of Costa Sur, Guatemala

Bull-Horn Acacia, Subin, Ant Symbiosis and Mutualism & Wasp Symbiosis, in forests, fields, marshes, 
and in Classic Maya Iconography. This presentation will show that to study iconography of a Maya 
vase that shows Bull-Horn Acacia with Wasp Nest it is essential to accomplish ethnobotanical and 
ethnozoological field work.

Domesticated Insects of the Maya (the Maya had more domesticated insects than  
domesticated animals):
• Cochinilla Red Dye Colorant, de Dactylopius coccus, Niij,
• Llaveia axin for lacquer or wax
• Stingless bees for Honey

We will also mention that the Muscovy Duck was NOT domesticated by the Classic Maya. The wild 
Muscovy is native but the tame domesticated ducks were most likely brought by the Spaniards from 
Costa Rica.

BIRDS IN CLASSIC MAYA ART:
Waterbirds in Classic Maya Art: birds of marshes and river/lake sides

RRaptors and Vultures in Classic Maya Art: Owls, Hawks, Eagles, Falcons, Vultures

Birds Featured in Classic Maya Art: Hummingbirds, Ocellated Turkey, Parrots, Macaws, rare Toucan, 
popular Quetzal.

Principal Bird Deity is really the Laughing Falcon, also named the Snake Hawk, in Popol Vuh and as 
model for the Principal Bird Deity. In the Popol Vuh (and at Copan, Honduras) the almighty bird is a 
scarlet macaw. But in 90% of Classic Maya Art the Principal Bird Deity is the Bird Monster mentioned 
by another name in the Popol Vuh. The Izapa and Maya Principal Bird Deity is the Laughing Falcon. 
We will feature an incised shell that shows a scene precisely from the Popol Vuh: raptor that ate the 
snake that ate the frog or toad (that had eaten the flea of the Grandmother). All this iconography 
Hellmuth documented during multiple years of research for his PhD dissertation.

Oropendola or Oriole Birds in very early murals of San Bartolo. The FLAAR team spent several years 
finding each species of oropendola and orioles that had large pendant nests in Guatemala.

MAMMALS IN CLASSIC MAYA ART
Deer and Monkeys: Most Tepeu 1 vase scenes show monkeys with Deer Ears & Antlers and Deer with 
a Monkey Tail. These are the acclaimed Naguals (Way, Wayob) but there is a lot more.

Armadillos, Squirrels, Pizote (Coati), Tapir and other Mammals in Maya Art
Hairless Prehispanic Dogs (that can’t “bark”) in Classic Maya Art

Rabbits as Male Companion of Female Moon Goddess in Classic Maya Art. The Rabbit Companion 
also is the primary assistant in the dethronement of mighty God L.
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Jaguars in Classic Maya Art
We have so much iconographic documentation on felines in Maya, Teotihuacan and Cacaxtla art that 
these topics by themselves are almost an entire day of presentation and discussion.

Topics to be Covered in Felines presentation series by Dr Nicholas Hellmuth, 
Online or in-person

JAGUAR Lecture #1
I: All Five Felines of Guatemala (and adjacent countries)
Photographs and drawings to show: Jaguar, Ocelot, Margay, Jaguarundi, Puma.
II: Jaguars and Jaguarundi come in notable Diversity of Colors
• White jaguars, Black jaguars, Gray jaguars. 
• Different colors of Jaguarundi

III: Jaguar-Spotted Designs on Late Classic Ceramics of Tikal, Uaxactun, etc.
On Maya vases, bowls, and plates: which are really Jaguar spots; which others are actually Ocelot 
spots or Margay spots?

JAGUAR Lecture #2
IV Jaguar-Spotted Clothing for Warriors & Royal Elite, Murals of Cacaxtla, Mexico
V: Jaguar-Spotted Clothing for Warriors & Royal Elite, Murals of Bonampak
VI: Jaguar-Spotted Hides used as Royal Clothing (and Military Symbolism) on Stone Stelae and 
military scenes on Ceramics
• Jaguar-spotted vests, jaguar-spotted skirts, jaguar heads as headdresses
• Jaguar headdress and jaguar pelage throne coverings for God L (merchant god)

JAGUAR Lecture #3
VII: Jaguar-Spotted Coverings for Royal Furniture Shown on Vases, Bowls, Plates and Stone Stelae
• for oval-thrones 
• back-rests of thrones
• for rectangular platforms used as seats or thrones for the elite
• 3-dimensional thrones (mostly jaguars but possibly some pumas)
• jaguar pelage throne coverings for God L (merchant god). This segment of the PowerPoint 
presentation will then show a dozen portraits of God L from Maya to Cacaxtla Murals to today as 
Maximon in the Lake Atitland & Highlands of Guatemala.

VIII: Jaguar Jade, Jaguar Leather, Jaguar Throne painting on Vase (Tikal Burial 196)
Presented as a preview of a potential Tomb of the Jade Jaguar lecture, Tikal Bu. 196, Tikal Str. 5D-73.

FELINES
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JAGUAR Lecture #4
IX: Trained Jaguars as Pets kept by Maya Kings for Ceremonies
X: Jaguars as trained to help in Human Sacrifice
XI: Jaguar Dancers (usually actors in jaguar outfits)
XII: Jaguars and Jaguar Actors in other ceremonies (enema and other rituals)
XIII: Jaguar God of the Underworld (JGU), Paddler Gods, and Hero Twins of the Popol Vuh
XIV Jaguars on Incensarios, Cache Vessels and Late Classic Highland Maya Urns, 

JAGUAR Lecture #5
XV: Jaguars, Felines, Serpents & Feathered Monsters in the Murals of Teotihuacan, Mexico
• Jaguars with ropes or material woven around them, shown in the murals
• Jaguar-Feathered Bird-Reptile creatures
• Jaguars associated with stylized water
• Felines with no spots or other aspects to showcase as a jaguar (so probably a puma)
• Warriors with jaguar accessories (men in jaguar outfits)
• Priests, Rulers or other Elite with Jaguar headdresses or other aspects

JAGUAR Lecture #6
XVI: Where did all this Feline and Pelage Spot symbolism come from?
• Olmec Were-Jaguar
• Teotihuacan had jaguars but was more focused on Owls, Serpents, etc.
• Most Jaguar-pelage-spot designs in Maya settings are in the Late Classic not Early Classic
• Early Classic Jaguars in Maya Lowlands mainly as ceramic lid decor (what was inside?)
• Note that representations of full-figure puma, margay and ocelot exist but are very rare
• Popol Vuh has a “Cave of the Jaguars”

XVII: Jaguars & other Felines in the Maya Codices
XVIII: Jaguars & other Felines in the Aztec and Mixtec Codices
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Trochilidae family
Photography by: Edwin Solares, FLAAR Mesoamerica, Feb. 17, 2022. 
  Camera: Canon R5. Settings: 1/1,250 sec; f/11; ISO 3,200. 



Flora and fauna research  
aspirations for year 2023

All Trees with Peeling Bark: We have published one report on Jiote and Pimienta 
Gorda and we are preparing the second part of that report, but we want to find more 
species and create more reports about these trees.

All Palms of Muni Livingston: One PDF on each palm we have not published.

All Palms of PNYNN: One PDF on each palm we have not documented and the ones 
that we have documented but are pending. 

Mangrove Swamp along Rio San Pedro

Other “Izabal” plants in Peten Mangrove Swamp area

All wetlands ecosystems of Muni San Jose: We have a map and a list of over 
100 unstudied biodiverse ecosystems many of which are frankly awesome and of 
unexpected plant-water-soil complexity.

Water Lily, Nymphaea ampla:  Are rare to never found in Lake Yaxha but are found 
in adjacent Laguna Sacnab, whose Mayan name means white water lily. The water lily 
is the flower most often pictured in Classic Maya murals, stelae, and pottery, literally 
thousands of portraits of the flower and often lily pad (the giant “leaf” that floats on 
the surface of the water).

Fleur de Lis: Is a flower found on vases, bowls, and plates of the 7th-9th centuries. 
Ethnobotanist Charles Zidar (MAPS, a museum near Tampa) working together with 
FLAAR, has suggested in past decade that Pseudobombax ellipticum is the flower 
and after noticing that this tree grows along the Rio Dulce of Izabal area of Guatemala 
we can substantiate his reports plus show the similarities and differences with the 
large flowers of Pachira aquatica (very common along Rio San Pedro, PNLT, RBM, 
Peten and equally common along most rivers, streams that flow into Rio Dulce and 
flow into El Golfete and Canyon Rio Dulce, Municipio de Livingston, Izabal). We are 
also dedicated to studying Aroids, arboreal cacti, ferns, fungi, and lichen (especially 
3-dimensional lichen, which can be used as a dye colorant).

Flora:
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Hibiscus furcellatus
Photography by: Edwin Solares, 
FLAAR Mesoamerica, Feb. 19, 2022. 
  Camera: Canon R5. Settings: 1/640 sec; f/9; ISO 1,600. 



Iguanas: We have photographed on “bird islands” in Rio Dulce and El Golfete, Izabal 
and along Arroyo Petexbatun, Peten. See which species of iguanas are at PNYNN, 
PANAT and more probably at PNLT since iguanas like to hang out on branches over a 
river or side of a lake. All our iguana photos, bibliography, and research we will make 
available to colleagues to assist further research on the iconography of iguanas in 
Classic Maya art (on ceramics and stucco facades).

Lizards, and their relatives: to show every genus and species that we have 
photographed out in the wild. We photograph any and every lizard that we happen 
to see on a tree trunk or branch alongside the narrow trails through the rain forests.

Hummingbird nests: Are surprisingly frequent to see since they are at eye level. The 
birds camouflage their nests with lichen but when you are hking through bajos and 
forests in really remote areas we see them at least once a week (during nesting season). 
Hummingbirds are often pictured in Classic Maya art, such as on the polychrome 
bowl that Hellmuth discovered inside the Tomb of the Jade Jaguar at Tikal in 1965.    

Blue Morpho Butterfly: Are a challenge to photograph since they flutter around 
at different paths every few inches so tough to focus due to their speed. But in a 
remote part of the Green Balam Forests conservation area of Sebastian de la Hoz 
Moretti and Juan Carlo de la Hoz Moretti we dedicated 2 hours to wait until the 
butterfly would rest on a branch. We have awesome photos while waiting 2+ hours 
for the team to pull their 6-wheel drive out of the mud. We had to then hike back to 
base camp because the vehicle was so deep in the mud it could not be pulled out  
(the winch broke).

Butterflies of PNYNN: We already have lots of photos, but we want to get more 
and publish ‘em all). Butterflies are common decoration on the 4th century ceramic 
incense burner lids of Teotihuacan-related censers of the Costa Sur area of Guatemala.

Fauna:
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Wasp Nests of Izabal and Peten: During over 17-weeks of field work in Izabal 
and on-going photography in Peten we have LOTS of photos of wasp nests. Their 
engineering and structure are amazing. But funds are needed to we can publish all 
the photos and documentation.

Stingless Bee Nests: Out in the wild in PNYNN and PANAT. FLAAR is now a 
cooperating research entity in an NSF grant to an educational program in USA to 
study bees of Guatemala and prepare educational material (in our MayanToons style) 
for school children in Guatemala.

All Insects that are large and have an oval/round black spot on the top of their 
head. There are several kinds: lightning bugs and the giant cave cockroach. Tepeu 
1 Maya bowls show what is most lily the giant cave cockroach. We know this “drone 
sized insect” from field trips to Yaxha and to Cerro San Gil (western part that is in the 
Municipio de Livingston). While camped there these giant insects flew in as “insect 
helicopters” while we were eating dinner (obviously at a camp there are no walls, so 
any and every insect, reptile or mammal) can wander in and out. So, we know these 
giant cave cockroaches in-person face-to-face.

Laughing Falcon/Snake Hawk: is the “Principal Bird Deity” of the Classic Maya. That 
giant bird monster is a huge macaw at Copan Ruinas in Honduras but is normally a 
Snake Hawk (as Hellmuth documented in his PhD dissertation since this bird, often 
perching atop a Sky Band Throne Room, usually has a snake in its mouth). We are 
interested in studying all flora and fauna that are mentioned in the book of the Popol 
Vuh, the sacred book of the Maya.

Poison Sac Toads in RBM: We need close-up photos of each part of their body of 
these toads. The larger of these toads, the Rhinella marina, is pictured twice in murals 
of Cacaxtla, far north of the Maya Lowlands; pictured in stucco facade decoration and 
especially on Codex Style pottery. Thomas Gage, a British Dominican friar in the mid-
1600’s wrote in his diary that the Maya were still putting entire Bufo toads into their 
pitchers of cacao beverage for ritual ceremonies (so not drinking toad juice every 
day; only for ceremonies). Many hippies in the 1960’s-1970’s died from ingesting toad 
secretions and today there are places where people smoke and otherwise ingest the 
toad’s psychedelic toxins; many have painful deaths. That’s because they don’t have 
the decades of experience of the ancient Maya; the Maya knew what other ingredients 
to add, and how to ingest (and where to ingest, remember the nose and other parts of 
the body can receive chemical ingredients in addition to the mouth). We do no “taste 
testing” but this toad is so common in the monumental art of Kaminaljuyu, Quirigua 
and lots of other places that it is intriguing to learn more. This toad is pictured more 
than iguanas, other lizards.
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Uo Toad: This toad is even more amazing then Bufo or frogs: the Uo lives underground 
(so archaeologists find them while excacating Maya ruins). PANAT, PNYNN, PNLT, 
whether the Uo come out every year or only in extremely rainy years.

If you look at a dozen web sites, some call this a Uo frog; others say it is a 
toad. Actually, this primitive “prehistoric” creature is distinct from both. So, 
calling it a toad, or frog, is accepted by the public, but zoologists will us the 
genus species. In Spanish it is called a “sapo uo.” Some scientific books show 
several names: Rhinophrynus and Rhynophrymis dorsalis (Gunther 1858) others 
write Rhynophrynus dorsalis. The most common is Rhinophrynus dorsalis.  .  
amphibiaweb.org/species/4319

We need to research what month they came up from underground to sing loudly all 
night to attract mates. This research will be in each of these areas of the RBM where 
we are doing field work in: PNYNN, PANAT, PNLT, Bio Itza, Biotopo El Zotz, and 
along the shore of Lake Peten Itza, such as the nature reserve Cerro Cahui (based on 
interviewing park rangers in each area).

Then in 2023 we want to stay the entire possible time that these Uo toad/frogs will 
emerge BY THE THOUSANDS, to photograph and to record with sound and video 
this incredible phenomonon

Frogs: All frogs that we have photographed in the recent decades. The Poison Dart 
Frogs are mainly much further south but nonetheless there are photogenic frogs in 
Peten.

Waterbirds of PNYNN and the rest of RBM: We need more reports to aid in 
wildlife conservation. Plus, waterbirds are the kind of birds most often shown in  
Classic Maya art.
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Icterus galbula
Photography by: David Arrivillaga, 
FLAAR Mesoamerica, Jan. 7, 2022. 
  Camera: Sony A1. Settings: 1/320 sec; f/6,3; ISO 2,500. 
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